
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
As acting chairman of the Civic Society I receive many comments from our members about 
things that are happening around the town. I can normally contact the responsible local 
government officer and either discover a good reason for what is happening or sometimes get 
things reversed. As an example I well understand that if a street sign is damaged a well 
meaning officer might order a “nice” new replacement and not be aware that the street scene in 
a conservation area could be lost or eroded by such an action. 
Recently I have had members of the society contacting me to complain about what to them 
appears to be an act of vandalism where the old street lights in Paradise have been cut down to 
be replaced by "new" lights. 
We understand that the lamp columns involved are not original but a 'heritage' street light which 
consists of a decorative cast iron base, a ladder bar and a traditional 'Windsor' lantern i.e. they 
look rather like an original gas lamp.   We have them on Princess Street (where two have been 
cut down), Castlegate, Blands Cliff, Paradise and many of these (Princess Street and 
Castlegate in particular) were installed as part of an environmental improvement scheme about 
25 years ago, so we are particularly dismayed to see the work which is taking place.  
We believe that this project needs to be reviewed as we feel that it is detrimental to the street 
scene and destroys previous work to improve the area. This is a conservation area and should 
be treated more carefully than other areas of the town. 
Add your voice to the protest and contact your local County Councillor to protest about this un-
sympathetic treatment of our beautiful Old Town area. 
 
Many thanks for your interest in this matter. 
Adrian Perry 
 
 
 
On the next few pages I have attached an extract from a Conservation area report undertaken 
by on of our members which details the importance of the street scene in this area. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 

Old Town Conservation Area Appraisal 
 
Introduction 
 
As the name implies this Conservation Area is the oldest part of Scarborough. It also has 
the most continuous development since its original formation. It therefore has a range of 
buildings, roads, paths and open spaces created and developed from medieval to modern 
times. This together with the physical location of the Old Town on steep sloping ground, 
and the functional use of the area for work, living and enjoyment has determined the 
current layout of the Conservation Area. 
 
In appraising the area the following constraints have been adopted. 
a)  Listed Buildings. 
The Listed Buildings have been noted as they add to the visual content of the Area. 
However they have not been commented on unless they add an unusual factor to the street 
scene. Not all Listed Buildings have been included on the ordnance survey maps as the 
latest listing was not readily available. 
b) Road Furniture and Finishes 
The area has many cast iron road signs, old manhole covers, lamp posts, signs, cobbles 
and stone paving, etc. Some have been identified where they are of particular interest but 
all should be retained.  
c) Soft Landscape 
In an area such as the Old Town patches of public and private open space are important. 
This is not to say that future changes may not alter these spaces but that their existence is 
important to the Conservation Area and will need to be retained in some form in the 
future. 
d) Views 
Scarborough benefits from many areas which offer spectacular views. The Old Town has 
its share of panoramic vistas. But as a closely packed part of the town it also offers 
restricted views to the castle, the harbour, the sea and the coast. Care must be taken to 
ensure that both the panoramic and the restricted views are maintained. 
 
Practically the Conservation Area has been divided into ten manageable areas. 
The exclusions from the report are public spaces such as St Nicholas Gardens, the Castle, 
private roads and paths and the modern additions to Sandside which are to be commended 
and will no doubt be in later reviews and the Marine Drive for similar reasons. 
 
Finally this is a report prepared by a single person walking round the Old Town. As 
became obvious in these visits some items may have been overlooked or missed. In some 
cases the historic significance of a feature may not have been appreciated and may have 
been overlooked. For this I request your tolerance.  

 
 
 



 
 

 

Area Six  
 

The area included is within Paradise, Castlegate, Longwestgate, St Mary’s Street and Church Stairs Street and includes 
Graham Close. 
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Area Six Summary 
 
This area is almost the highest part of the Old Town and includes the area enclosed by 
Paradise, the upper part of Castlegate including Castle Crescent, part of Longwestgate 
and Church Stairs Street. 
The area is dominantly residential, mostly terrace housing with some modern flats. 
There are many cast iron street name plates in the Old Town most of which have not been 
singled out for recognition. The Paradise street name plate is clearly special and deserves 
a mention and to be repeated. It sets the tone of the road with its stone paving, cast iron 
lamp posts, old stone walls and spectacular views. 
As has previously been mentioned building on a slope requires special construction 
consideration. For the houses on the lower slopes this often includes setting back the house 
from the road edge, the creation of a retaining wall to support the pavement and the 
inclusion of access to the basement. This in turn creates the need for decorative front 
railings at the edge of the pavement and steps to the basement Many of the houses in the 
old town have this detail. 
 Paradise House is a good example and has some very unusual decorative cast iron railings 
with infill panels rather than railings. 
At the top of Castlegate there is a simple sitting area with a view over the South Bay. 
Further down Castlegate, which is paved with stone setts, the houses have projecting 
stone steps with cast iron handrails and lower floor access under. It is interesting to note 
the reduced headroom some of these doors offer. 
Castle Crescent is one of those unusual terraces of houses where, because of the steep 
slope of the ground, the front gardens are separated from the houses by a public footpath. 
This footpath creates an individual intimate neighbourly atmosphere to the whole terrace 
and individual front gardens. 
The houses in Longwestgate follow the pattern previously described. The houses on the 
right looking from Castlegate have the steps projecting onto the pavement up to the front 
doors. The houses on the right have front railings, basement access and flying steps over 
the void to the front doors. As with elsewhere in the Conservation area if the gap is too 
narrow there is no access to the basement only railings and steps to the front door. The 
quality and variety of the railings is interesting. Nos. 129, 131 and 133 have exceptional 
decorative railings. Regrettably No. 125 has lost its railings which have been replaced with 
a brick wall. 
There are other features in Castlegate, which creates interest, the Victorian buildings, a 
decorative brick corner feature from a passed building, an attractive caste iron grille and a 
public gardens maintained by the residents. 
The feature of Church Stairs Street in this area is a long stone retaining wall which holds 
back the open ground that leads up to Paradise.  

 
 
  
 
Prepared by Richard Flowitt    Vice-Chairman, Scarborough & District Civic Society 


